Abstract. The interactive electronic technical manual (IETM) is an important component of equipment integrated support informatization. The army requires that the interactive electronic technical manuals delivered by the equipment manufacturer need to comply with the relevant standards and specifications. On the basis of analyzing the standards and standards of interactive electronic technical manual, this paper puts forward a data validation algorithm based on Schema for interactive electronic manual. The method includes the verification of the XML document structure of the interactive electronic manual data module, the content of the data module and the corresponding data model, and the verification of the rules.
Introduction
Interactive electronic technical manual (IETM) [1] is stored in digital form, using text, graphics, tables, audio and video form, technical publications provide basic principle and equipment by means of man-machine interaction operation and maintenance content. IETM, as an important support resource for field level maintenance of weapon equipment, is characterized by interactivity, technical manuals, data interoperability and sharing. In order to play the role of IETM interoperability and compatibility, international organizations to develop a series of IETM standard [2] in order to allow the system to exchange information platform.
The American Aerospace Industry Association (AIA), the European aerospace and Defense Industries Association (ASD), the American Transportation Association (ATA), and the European Defense Department jointly developed the S1000D standard [3] , which is the IETM international standard. Our country published the interactive electronic technical manual, military standard GJB6600 [4] in 2008, which is based on the S1000D standard. In order to ensure the information commonality and interoperability, S1000D standards recommend the use of extensible markup language (XML) [5] to describe, processing, storage and display of information equipment. The army requires the equipment to be delivered by the developer to meet the relevant standards. Therefore, standard verification is XML document data validation. This paper puts forward a data validation algorithm based on Schema for interactive electronic manual, which includes IETM data structure closeness detection algorithm and data validation algorithm.
XML Schema Based IETM Data Model
According to the IETM's relevant international standards S1000D [3] and GJB GJB6600 [7] , the information resource planning technology is used to abstract classification equipment technical data, which includes the description, procedure, fault, maintenance plan, operation, illustrated & parts, wiring and process data information [3, 4] … and so on. The IETM data model is described with XML like following figures. 
IETM Data Structure Closeness Detection Algorithm
The algorithm uses a stack to store the read IETM data element. When we read "< /" tag, current element is output from stack, which is used to verify whether the start tag and end tag symmetry. The structure closeness detection of the interactive electronic technical manual consists of 3 parts, which is the judgment tag, the tag symmetry and the mark nesting. IETM data structure closeness detection algorithm is shown in the following figure. Firstly, we open IETM data documents with JDOM technology. Then IETM data documents' sentence tags information is distilled. A new stack is created for store IETM data elements and attributes. Next tag attributes are put in stack. Tag is closeness validated. If it is closeness, programmer store errors and get clew. Next, determine whether the current label is the end tag. If the current label is not an end tag, the attribute of the tag is pressed onto the stack. If it is the end tag, stack the top element out of the stack. The program verifies the symmetry of the tag. If it is asymmetric, then stack elements and other elements are compared. Finally, compare nested matches. Determine whether the current sentence is the last statement of the manual document. Instead of recycling, extract the next sentence and verify it.
IETM Data Validation Algorithm
The interactive electronic manual data validation includes data structure and model matching verification and data validation. The interactive electronic manual data structure verification is a hierarchical traversal algorithm based on tree structure, which is implemented in a recursive manner. After manual data structure closure verification and data structure validation, the data validation of the Schema data is validated against the manual data XML document. Data validation is achieved by bidirectional authentication, that is, reading a Schema document node information, and then reading a XML document to reflect the node information, and verify the XML document [6] . The essence is the non recursive hierarchical traversal of the 2 trees. Manual data validation algorithm flow chart as shown in below figure. Firstly, we open IETM data documents. Next, the program reads the metadata model of IETM and opens the XML Schema description file of the data model. Then, the program imports the IETM data file and the XML Schema description file for parsing traversal. Compare the IETM data file tree and the XML Schema to describe whether the root node of the file tree is isomorphic. If the root node structure is not the same, the error message is returned. If the root node structure of the two documents is the same, assign the brother node value of the IETM manual data to the manual data XML file. Assign the sibling node value of the XML Schema schema file to the schema file. Compare the grammatical structures of the two trees. Again, the value of the IETM manual data sibling node is within the bounds of the description of the pattern file. How to structure different or value does not conform to the rules, return error information. After comparison, look at whether the current node of the two tree has a child node. If there is a child node, the syntax structure of the comparison sub node is consistent with the rules. Until the entire tree is traversed, the algorithm is finished.
Data Validation Process
The interactive electronic manual data validation process is: 1) open the already compiled XML document, and then enter the Schema document, since multiple XML documents can share the same Schema document rule, so the Schema document can be kept the default last time entered.
2) verify the validation after the input is completed, and the background will first verify the closeness of the XML document.
3) the closeness test verifies whether the XML document is completely isomorphic to the Schema document.
4) the structure is validated, and then the document is verified by Schema based on the data of the XML. If there is one of the two tests, the document can not be detected.
5) returns the validation result after passing, including the cause of the error and the location of the error.
Conclusions
Based on the analysis of the specifications and data characteristics of the interactive electronic technical manual, this paper presents the XML Schema based IETM data model. This paper puts forward a data validation algorithm based on Schema for interactive electronic manual. The algorithm includes IETM data structure closeness detection algorithm and data validation algorithm. IETM data validation algorithm is used in realization of IETM data validation software tools. The use of data as a tool for the production, data interchange and delivery process of interactive electronic manuals.
